Architectural Cast Stone
Products
1210 E. Northern
Phoenix, AZ 85020

(602) 861-0601

ANCIENT STONE...

C

reating durable, dramatic
architectural accents that reflect your

unique tastes and styles at a fraction of the
cost of natural stone . . .
Creating points of pride for international
celebrities as well as prominent businesses
in the community.

T

urn your backyard into a Mediterranean oasis of
splendor. Ancient Stone can mix styles and centuries to
create architectural romance. The flexibility of cast stone makes
it possible for Ancient Stone to sculpture the outdoor fireplace,
railings, balusters and pool surroundings that you deserve and
desire.

A

ncient Stone is more economical and durable
with a greater design flexibility than natural
stone. Proudly made in the USA, Ancient Stone is locally
produced. Ancient Stone can turn your home or business
into a distinct and dramatic expression of classic elegance.

A

ddison Mizner, the east
coast contemporary of Frank
Lloyd Wright, created and used
naturally-made cast stone to build
many historic homes in West Palm
Beach. Using the same cast stone
process, Ancient Stone will design and
create signature pieces that distinguish your home from all others.

C

apture the classic elegance of the
Mediterranean or Romanesque
periods with cypress ceilings supported
by cast stone columns.
Create a period room using cast stone
pillars designed with a European flavor
and a nuance of the old-world look.
Decorate your home with distinctive,
architectural accents. Ancient Stone
produces a variety of cast stone trims
and mouldings designed to enhance any
style and setting. Ancient Stone can
match viturally any spectrum of colour.

W

hether you prefer
a casual or more
formal lifestyle, Ancient
Stone can fashion a unique
fireplace with a simple or
ornate mantle. The fine
craftmanship and exceptional design are sure to be
a hallmark of opulence.

agestic
'stone of choice'
“Simply
Beautiful”

M

enhances the 'royal mansion'
Columns
feeling
of any executive style home.
MakeBalustrade
a statement no one will forget.
• Columns
Outdoor Furniture
• Balustrade
•Flooring/Decking
Exterior decking
•Driveway
Interior flooring
Pavers
• Custom moulding
•Fountains/Planters
Fireplace surrounds
•Fireplaces
Architectural detailing
...and
much more.
Architectural
Trim

Available in standard and lightweight castings
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